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A CRITERION OF CONVERGENCE OF GENERALIZED 
PROCESSES AND AN APPLICATION TO A 

SUPERCRITICAL BRANCHING PARTICLE SYSTEM 

BEGONA FERNANDEZ AND LUIS G. GOROSTIZA 

1. Introduction. The problem of convergence in distribution of a large class of 
generalized semimartingales to a continuous process is considerably simplified by a re
cent theorem of Aldous [1], in conjunction with a result of Cremers and Kadelka [3] 
on convergence of integral functional, and the results of Mitoma [15] and Fouque [8] 
for generalized processes. We will give a convenient convergence criterion in this set
ting. The proof amounts to a direct combination of the results of the abovementioned 
authors, requiring only a minor extension (of a special case) of the theorem of Cremers 
and Kadelka. 

The processes we will consider are O'-valued, where O' is the strong dual of 4>, a 
Fréchet nuclear space or a strict inductive limit of a sequence of Fréchet nuclear spaces. 
The duality between O' and O will be denoted by ( -, •). In the application $ ' will be 
5'(/^), the Schwartz space of tempered distributions, i.e., the dual of the space 5(/^) of 
rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiate real functions on Rd. 

We will apply the criterion to prove convergence of the fluctuation process of a su
percritical branching particle system with immigration. In order to appreciate the power 
of the new convergence criterion, which is essentially the idea of Aldous [1], we will 
show briefly the difficulties that arise in trying to prove convergence of this process by 
the usual approach involving the increasing process of the associated martingale. Ob
taining the increasing process requires major computations, and we had not succeeded 
in establishing tightness by this approach. The new criterion does not use the increasing 
process. 

The type of process we will consider was introduced in [10] in connection with a 
system of supercritical branching Brownian motions with immigration in R*. The objec
tive of [10] (and the previous papers [9,4]) was to define and study a process containing 
some useful genealogical information about the system, which cannot be detected if one 
looks only at the spatial distribution of particles at each time. The idea is to count the 
number of particles at a final time T (the present) whose ancestors at time t G [0, T) 
had positions in given Borel subsets of/^. Equivalently, a counting measure is defined 
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whose atoms are the locations of the particles present at time t, each atom having a ran
dom weight equal to the number of descendants of the corresponding particle at time T. 
A counting measure-valued process on [0, T] is thus defined. The main result in [10] is 
a fluctuation limit theorem as T —• oo for this process appropriately rescaled; however, 
only convergence of finite-dimensional distributions was proved. One of the problems in 
establishing tightness by the usual semimartingale approach is that it requires estimates 
based on the increasing process of the martingale part. In this case the jumps caused by 
the immigration appear in the increasing process in a way that makes it very difficult 
to handle. We will prove tightness using the new criterion. In addition, the model we 
will consider here is more general than the one called special model in [10], and is not 
covered by the computations in that paper. 

In Section 2 we will state and prove the convergence criterion. In Section 3 we will 
describe the particle system, introduce the scaling, and state the fluctuation theorem, and 
for completeness we will include also the law of large numbers for the system and the 
Langevin equation satisfied by the fluctuation limit process. In Section 4 we will prove 
the limit theorems. Section 5 is devoted to a brief discussion of the difficulties involved 
in proving tightness by the usual approach. 

The necessary background on branching processes is contained in the Preliminaries 
of [10]. 

We end the Introduction with some notation we will use. 
The space of right-continuous with left limits functions from R+ into O' is denoted 

by D(/?+,0') and is endowed with a Skorokhod-type topology [15,8,12]. The space of 
continuous elements of D(R+, O') is denoted by C(R+, O'). For each n let X" = { X?, t G 
R+} be processes with values in E (E — <&' or Rk). We write Xn —• X f.d.d. as n —• oo, 
for weak convergence of finite-dimensional distributions, and Xn => X as n —» oo, for 
weak convergence on D(R+, E). Similarly for D([0,1], E). 

We denote by { %, t G R+} the Brownian semigroup 

%<t> (x) = jRd<t> (y)pt(x, y) dy, t > 0, % = /, 

where 
pt(x,y) = (2iîtTdl2exv{-\y-x\2l2t}. 

2. Convergence criterion. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let { Xn}n>\ be a sequence of processes with paths in D(R+, O7) and 
X° a process with paths in C(R+, O7). Assume that 

(a) For each <j> G O there exists ^ G $ such that for every n>0the process 

(2.1) M ^ ) - ( x r , 0 ) - fQ{Xn
s^) ds, teR+, 

is a martingale. 
(b) Xn - • X°f d. d. asn->oo. 
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(c) For each K > 0 and <j> G O there exists r\ > 0 swc7z that 

sup [KE\(X^(t>)\l+rjdt< oo. 
n>l ^ 

f Jj For eac/z t € R+ and <j> £$> the sequence {Af"(</>)}n>i w uniformly integrable. 

Then X" => X° asn^ooin D(R+, O7). 

REMARKS. (1) Conditions (c) and (d) of the theorem are satisfied if for each K > 0 
and <j> e O, 

(2.2) sup sup E{X%<1>)2 < oo. 
n>l te[0,K] 

(2) The convergence criterion also holds for /£*-valued processes, since (X\,... ,Xk) e Rk 

can be viewed as an element X of Sf(Rd) of the form X = 52k
=l ̂ A,-» where the £*. are 

Dirac distributions at different fixed points x\,..., xk G R. 
(3) When O is a countably Hilbert nuclear space, the convergence criterion is extended 
in [7] to cover a wider range of applications in the following way: the function t/^ in 
(2.1) is allowed to depend on n and s. 

The proof of this theorem will be an immediate consequence of the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 2.2 (ALDOUS [1]). For each n>0, let AT1 be a real martingale, An and Bn 

an increasing and a decreasing process, respectively, such that 
(a) (M\A\Bn) - • (M°,A0,B°)/J.J. asn->oo. 
(b) M°,A°, andEP have continuous paths. 
(c) For each t G R+, {Mn(t)}n>\ is uniformily integrable. 

ThenX" = Mn + An +Bn => X° = M° + A0 + £° in D(R+,R). 

LEMMA 2.3 (CREMERS AND KADELKA [3]). For each n>0, let X" be a process with 
paths in D(R+,Rk). Assume that 

(a) Xn ->X°f.d.d. asn-+oo. 
(b) For each K > 0 and some 77 > 0 

sup / E\X?(t)\1+T? dt < oo, i = l , . . . , * . 

Then 

(*"(•), I{X"(s))+ ds, £(X"(s))~ ds) - ( x ° ( - ) , £ {X°(s))+ds, £ (X°(s)Y ds) 

f. d. d. as n —• oo, 

where x+ = (jcf,..., JC£), x~ = (xf, . . . , JÇ) . 

REMARK. Cremers and Kadelka [3] proved Lemma 2.3 more generally for a class 
of functionals of the form J <j> (s, JC(S)) d\i (s). In our case /i is Lebesgue measure on [0, K] 
and the functions <f>:R+xRk —> R are <j>(s,(x\,...,Xk)) = l[oj](s)x+, and 
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</>(s,(jti,... ,Xk)) = l[o,t](s)x^, for i = l,...,fc, t= t\,... ,tm. The result in [3] refers 
only to the convergence of the functional, not including the process itself, but the proof 
is completely similar. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Since by hypothesis X" —• X° f .d.d., we only have to show 
tightness of {X"}n>i to prove the theorem [15,8]. For each <j> G O and n > 0 we write 
(X71, <f> ) = {( X?, <j> ) , r G R+}. By [15,8] it suffices to prove tightness of { (X71, (/> ) }n>{ 

for each </> G 4>. 
By (2.1) the process (X", </> ) is expressed as 

(X*,^) = Mn(</>)+An(</> ) + £"((/>), « > 0 , 

where An{<j> ) and #"(</> ) are given by 

#!(<!>) = -£(xn
r^(f))-dr. 

Note that M°(</> ), A°(0 ), #°(</> ) are continuous since (X°, </> ) is continuous. 
Then, in order to obtain tightness of {( X71, cj> ) }n>\ (in fact convergence in D(R+, R)) it 

suffices to verify condition (a) of Lemma 2.2, since condition (b) holds, and condition (c) 
is hypothesis (d) of the theorem. But condition (a) of Lemma 2.2 follows from Lemma 2.3 
due to hypotheses (b) and (c) of the theorem and the continuity of the map (JC, v, z) •—> 
(x-y-z,y,z) • • 

3. Particle system. The particle system in the Euclidean space Rd evolves as fol
lows: Particles are distributed at time 0 and immigrate at later times according to inde
pendent Poisson random fields with intensities 7 > 0 in a set B G (S(Rd) and (3 > 0 in a 
set C G (B{Rd x R+), respectively. Each initial and each immigrant particle independently 
migrates according to a standard Brownian motion, and after an exponential lifetime with 
parameter V branches according to a law {7rn, n = 0,1,.. .} with finite third moment, 
whose mean, second and third factorial moments we denote by m\, rri2 and mi, respec
tively. The offspring particles obey the same rules starting their migrations from the lo
cations where their parents branched. We consider the supercritical case, i.e. m\ > 1, 
and assume for simplicity 7r0 = 0, hence all descendence lines are infinite. We assume 
the sets B and C satisfy KB = B and KQ = G, where G = {* € Rd\ (x, t) G C} is 
the /-section of C, for all K > 0 and t > 0. Furthermore we assume that G converges 
as t —+ oo and denote the limit by Q,. 

We count the particles at a final time T (considered as the present), and denote by 
Ntj{A) the number of particles living at time T such that their ancestors at time t G [0, T] 
had positions in A G (B(Rd). Hence Ntj is a random counting measure whose atoms are 
the positions of the particles present at time t, each atom having a random weight equal 
to the number of descendants of the corresponding particle at time T. Additionally we 
weight each atom of Ntj by e~a{T~s\ where a = V(m\ — 1) > 0 is the Malthusian 
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parameter of the branching and s is the time of birth of the first ancestor of the corre
sponding particle. Replacing the immigration intensity (3 by /3 / T and introducing the 
space-time scaling (x,t) i—• (Tl/2x,Tt), we designate by NT = {Nj,t G [0,1]} the 
random counting measure-valued process so obtained from NuT. 

Let XT = {Xf, t G [0,1]} denote the fluctuation process defined by 

XT = J-d/^NT _ ENT^ / G [0, 1]. 

The asymptotic behaviour of the process NT is contained in the following two theo
rems. 

THEOREM 3.1 (LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS). For each t e [0,1] and <j> e S(Rd), 

in L2 as T —• oo. 

THEOREM 3.2 (FLUCTUATION LIMIT), (a) XT =» X in D ( [ 0 , 1],5'(/^)) as T —• oo, 
H>/*£re X = {Xr, r G [0,1]} w a centered Gaussian S'(^-valuedprocess with covari-
ance functional 

Cov((X„</>),(X„i/>)) = w2(mi - l ) " 1 ^ JB
rTs(l>(x)rrtij(x)dx 

(3.1) +/3J^%-Mx)%-Mx)dxdr}, 

for each s, f G [0,1], s < t, <t>, ^ G 5(/^). 

(b) X w a (Markovian) generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process which satisfies the 
generalized Langevin equation 

dXt= -AXtdt+[m2(ml - 1)_1^]1/2dwf1, te [0,1], 

X o ^ ^ ^ - i r 1 ! ] 1 / 2 ^ , 

where WB is a standard white noise on B, and W^ = { W, , t G [0,1]} is an 5'(/^)-
valued Wiener process with covariance functional 

C o v ( ( W ^ , < / > ) , ( W ^ , ^ ) ) - ( ^ A 0 / a ( / > W ^ W ^ 

(Le., dW^ is a standard space-time white noise on Q x [0,1]). Hence for each <\> G 
S(&\ 

(3.2) (Xt,<l>)-£(Xs,^ùl>)ds, r e [0,1], 

w a martingale. 
(c) For eac/i t G (0,1], Xj w induced by an ordinary Gaussian random field. 
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REMARKS. (1) The nature of the fluctuation limit process X can be explained intu
itively as follows. The particle system can be viewed as the sum of a compound Poisson 
field on B C R* with intensity 7 at time 0 and an independent compound Poisson field on 
C C R* x /?+ with intensity /?, every point of each of these two Poisson fields originating 
an independent supercritical branching Brownian motion. Each one of these supercritical 
Brownian motions is scaled and weighted so that its associated measure-valued process 
converges almost surely to the process { Z%}, where Z is a certain random variable 
related only to the branching and % is the Brownian semigroup (this follows from an 
almost-sure invariance principle [11]). Hence, asymptotically the system behaves as a 
sum of two independent compound Poisson fields on B and C with an independent copy 
of the process { 2%} starting from each point of each of these two Poisson fields. (Note 
that this is different from the system with an independent Brownian motion stemming 
from each Poisson point, which has another type of fluctuation limit, see [2], Section 4, 
Example 2). As a consequence, in the limit the branching and the migration have deter
ministic effects represented by the constant EZ2 — mi(m\ — l )"1 and the operator ^A, 
respectively, and all the randomness comes from the two Poisson fields, whose fluctua
tions converge to the initial spatial white noise 7 XI2WB and to the immigration space-time 
white noise /3 l/2dWQ*. Therefore the fluctuation limit process X evolves according to the 
heat equation perturbed by the space-time white noise [m2(m\ — l)~~l[3]l/2dwQ, with 
random initial condition [m2(m\ — 1)_17]1//2W5. This is precisely what the generalized 
Langevin equation for X represents. On the other hand, this heuristic argument explains 
also why for each i > 0 the generalized random field Xt is induced by an ordinary ran
dom field, although Xo is not [10]. The smoothing effect of the heat semigroup is not 
affected by the space-time white noise perturbation. 

(2) The assumptions KB = B, KQ — G, G —> Q, as t —• oo should also have been 
made in [10], where in the limit results C should be Q, x [0,1]. 

(3) The asymptotic behaviour described by the previous theorem is analogous if, in
stead of Brownian motion, the particles migrate according to a symmetric stable process 
with exponent a G (0,2). The operator 5 A is replaced by Aa = — (—A)a/2, and % by the 
corresponding semigroup, but the fluctuation limit process is still continuous. The only 
difference is that the Langevin equation is interpreted in a generalized sense, explained 
in [5], because A<* does not map S'iR*) into itself. 

4. Proofs of the limit theorems. We recall the following notation introduced 
above. For t G [0, T] and A G #(/^) , 

Ntj(A) = number of particles present at time T whose 
ancestors at time t had positions in A. 

Similarly, for x G R*, s < t < T and A G #(/^), we denote 

Nx,s,tj(A) — number of particles present at time T whose ancestors 
at time t had positions in A, starting with a single particle 
born at the point x at time s. 
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(NX,SAT = 0 for s > t). Then 

(4.1) Ntj = £ ^ W r + £ ^ W . 7 - , 

where {/?,-},-= 1,2,... a r e m e points of the initial Poisson field (with intensity 7 in B) and 
{(qt, «,-)}/= 1,2,... are the points of the immigration Poisson field (with intensity (3 in C). 

Each atom of Ntj is weighted by multiplying NXJSJtj by e_ar ( r -5), and we write 

(4.2) Nx^T = e-a(T-s)Nx,s,tJ, 

and Ntj for the random measure so defined; hence we have from (4.1), 

(4- 3) NtJ = £ NPiAtJ + £ NqiMj. 
i i 

For simplicity of notation we may write 

(4-4) NtJ =
 1£NqtMj, 

i 

where {(#,-, «,)}/ includes the immigrant as well as the initial particles. 
Given times s < t < T and a particle located at xt at time s, we designate by JC,* 

the location of the k-th descendant of the particle at time f, and we write k(t) to refer 
explicitly to the time t. We denote by Z£r the total number of descendants at time T of a 
particle located at x at time t. 

Considering Ntj as an 5/(/?J)-valued process, we have from (4.4) , for each <j> G 

<M,r̂ > = £ < A U ^ > 

(4.5) =EE^fer(r""'^. 
iMi<ik(t) 

Under the immigration intensity (3 / T and the space-time scaling (JC, t) »—• (Tl/2x, Tt), 
we denote by Nj , and Nf the scaled random measures corresponding to NXtSttj and Ntj, 
respectively. Thus 

(4.6) (Nj,</>) =(Nnj,<l>T), 

where </>T = </>(•/ Tll2) and TV ĵ is given by (4.3) with (3 / T instead of f3. 
For (j>, xj; G 5 ( ^ ) and 5 < t < T the following moment expressions are obtained as 

in [10], using (4.2) and (4.5): 

(4.7) E(NttT,<l>) = 7 JBE(KM,<j>)dx + f3 fj E(Nx^tJ,<j>) dxdr, 

and 

Cov((NsJ,</>),(NtJ,il))) = lJBE(NX,O*T,<t>){Nx,o,t,T,i/>) dx 

(4.8) + p J°fc E(NXtrAT, <j> ) (Nwj9 V> ) dxdr. 

The next lemma gives the explicit expressions for (4.7) and (4.8), already scaled. 
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LEMMA 4.1. For each T > 0, t € [0,1], s < t and <j>, V> E 5(/^), 

(4.9) £ « , < £ ) = 7^/2{7 / %(t>(x)dx + (3 f [ %-r(j>(x)dxdr} 
JB JO J Cfr 

and 
(4.10) 
Cov((Nl,<l>),(Nj,i>)) 

= Tdl2l[m2e-aTs + (m2 - w, + l)e"ar](/m - l)"1 / %(<t>Tl-s%l))(x)dx 
JB 

+ Tdl1lm2(mx - I)"1 /" f aTe-aTu%[(%-u(t))(
rrt-u^)](x)dudx 

J BJO 

+ Tdl2(i{mi - I)"1 | Y [mze-"7'^-''* + (m2 - m, + l)e-a7XI- r )] 

+ r ' / 2 / 3 / n 2 ( m 1 - i r 1 f / raTe-aTv%[(%.w.vcj>)(%-w-^)}(x)dvdxdw. 
JO J CTW JO 

PROOF. By (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6), 

E(Nj^) = 7 JBE(Nx,0,Ttj^T) dx + (3/TJo
TtfaE(Nx,rJtj,<t>T) dx. 

In [10] it is shown that 

(4.11) E(Nwj,(j>) =E(NxM,<f>), 

and the right-hand side of (4.11 ) is computed explicitly in [ 13], formula (5.6) ([ 13] deals 
with a multitype model. This formula is given below in connection with the second mo
ment). Using these results we obtain 

E( Nf9 <j) ) = 7 / Trtt T(x) dx + (3/T [Tt [ %t^r<\> T(x) dx dr. 
JB JO J Cr 

The self-similarity of Brownian motion implies TTSCJ)7 = (%(t>)7\ and with the change 
of variable u — rj T in the second integral we have 

E{NjA) =1 h%<t>)T(x)dx + p f'f {%.„4>)T{x)dxdu, 
JB JO J CTU 

and since T~dl2B = B and T~d/2Cr = G for all r > 0, 

E(Nj,<j>) = 7 7 ^ 2 / %(j>{x)dx^l5Tdl2 f f <It-u<l>(x)dxdu. 
JB JO J CTU 

Hence (4.9) is proved. 
Expression (4.10) can be obtained in a similar way, using (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), (4.8), the 

fact [10] (formulas (e),(f),(g)): 

£(AW,0>(AW>V>> 
= e-2a{T-r){(m2 - m , + \){mx - l r V 0 ^ - e^T~s))E(Nx^s^%^) 

+ e2a(T-s)E(Nw,s, <f> )(NXW, %s^ ) }, s < U 
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and formulas (5.6) and (5.7) of [13] (reduced to the single type case), namely, 

and 

E(Nw,s,cj>)(Nx^,i) 

= e^~r) %_M i ){x) + m2 Ve2a(s~r> J^ e-«u% [(%-r-u4> )(%-r-ut; )] W du. 

We omit this calculation since it is rather tedious. • 
The following consequence is immediate. 

COROLLARY 4.2. For s <t, and <\>, V> € 5(/^), 

(4.12) T-d/2E(Nj,<i>) ^ 7 [ Tt<l>(x)dx + (3 f j %-r<\>(x)dxdr, 
JB JO J Q, 

and 

(4.13) -+ m2(ml - l)~l [l jB %<j>(x)%^) (JC) dx + (3 j^J <£_,.</> (x)%^(x) dxdr}, 

as T —• oo. 

PROOF. These results follow from (4.9) and (4.10) since aTe~aTv —• <S0 as T —• oo 
and CTT ~• Q, as T —-• oo (r > 0). • 

The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows from (4.12) and (4.13) the same way as the proof 
of the law of large numbers in [10]. 

The following lemma will be used in the proof of tightness in Theorem 3.2. 

LEMMA 4.3. For each <j> e S(Rd), 

(4.14) Mj(<t>)=(Xj^)-£(Xj^A<t>)dr, * G [0,1], 

15 a martingale. 

PROOF. In the technical report version of [10] it is proved that 

(4.15) Zt(<t>) = (NtJ,<t>) - j^Nrj, l-^)dr-Ht{<j>\ t G [0,7], 

is a martingale with respect to the filtration *}r
t
T — ?{ (Nsj, ip), s < t, ip G SiK*)}, 

where 
H,(<j>) = Y, 4>(q.)e-a(T-Ui)2!>lT, 

i,ui<t 

and {(w/, qt)}i are the times and places of the initial and immigrant particles, {Jc,(r)}, are 
the locations of the atoms of Nrj, { s/(r)},- are the times of birth of their corresponding 
first ancestors, and ZfT is the total number of descendants at time T of a particle located at 
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x at time t. Since { Ht((j> ), t G [0, T]} is a process such that Ht((j) )—Hs((f) ) is independent 
of JJ for s < t, then 

(4.16) Yj{(j>)={NtJA) - £(NrJ^A<t>)dr-EHt(<t>\ te[09T], 

is a martingale. Introducing the scaling (4.6) and using A((j)T) = T~l(A(f))T, it follows 
that 

(4.17) (Nf,<l>)-£(NÏ,^ùl>)dr-EHj(<l>), t G [0,1], 

is a martingale, where Hf((j)) = HTt(<t>T) is obtained from the process {Ht((j))} with 
immigration intensity j3 / T and the space-time scaling. Finally, the martingale (4.14) is 
obtained from the definition of Xj and the martingale (4.17). • 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. The 5'(/^)-valued Gaussian process X with covariance 
functional given by (3.1) exists by Kolmogorov's extension theorem, and it can be shown 
in the usual way [14] that it has a continuous version. The Langevin equation for X is 
obtained from the covariance functional by the result of [2], and therefore we have the 
martingale (3.2) associated withX. 

We also have the martingale (4.14) associated with XT given by Lemma 4.3. 
The proof of XT —> X f.d.d. as T —• oo is done the same way as in Theorem 4.6 of 

[10], using the assumption m^ < oo. 
Hence, in order to prove part (a) of the theorem it remains only to verify condition 

(2.2), and the conclusion then follows from Theorem 2.1. 
From (4.10) it can be shown that for each K > 0 and <j> G S(Rd)theve is a constant 

MK^ depending on K and </>, such that 

E((Xj, <j> ) f < MK4 for all t G [0,1] and T > 0, 

which implies condition (2.2). 
The fact that Xt is induced by an ordinary Gaussian random field for t G (0,1] is 

proved by standard methods. • 

5. Comparison with the usual approach. By the usual approach to proving tight
ness we mean the application of Theorem 8.6 and Remark 8.7 of Chapter 3 of [6], where 
the bound is obtained by means of estimates based in the increasing processes of the 
martingales associated with the processes. In our case the increasing processes are given 
in the following lemma. 

LEMMA 5.1. For each </> G S(Rd) and T > 0, the increasing processes of the mar
tingales (4.16) and (4.14) are given by 

+ EJj(<f>f, r e [0,1], 
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and 

(5.1) (MT(<t>))t = rd/2(YT(<i>))t, t G [0,1], 

respectively, where Jj(cj) ) = Hf (<j> ) — EH^(()> ). 

PROOF. In the preliminary version of [10] it is proved that the increasing process of 
the martingale (4.15) is given by 

(Zicf,)), = / E | V ^ ( x , ( r ) ) | 2 , - 2 a ( r - ^ ) ( ^ > ) 2 ^ t e [0,71, 
0 l 

The result is then obtained similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, using V <j)T = 
T~l/2(V(t>)T. m 

REMARK. The proof that the increasing process of Z(</> ) is given as above [10], al
though it can be simplified, requires a significant amount of heavy computations. 

In order to apply the sufficient condition for tightness of {(XT, <f> ) }T>\ given by [6] 
we need the existence of a random variable TTj > 0 such that 

E[({X^ ,</>)- (Xf,<j>) f | 7J\ < E[Tn | <jj\ t G [0,1), S G (0,1 - t\. 

and 

(5.2) lim lim sup ETTJS — 0. 

Using the martingale (4.14), its increasing process (5.1) and elementary inequalities, we 
have 

E[((Xli,ct>)-(Xj,<l>)f\^T] 

< 2E[(Mj^(<!>) - Mj(<j>))2 | fj\ + 2E[S £*(Xj,^)2ds] 

(5.3) +2T-d'2E[Jli(4>)2 - jJ(t)2] + 2e2E sup (XT
S ,\h<t>)2 

0<J<1 L 

< rrm^E j"* E | V(j> (*,(7r)7-'/2)| v 2 a ( r ^ ( r r ) ) (%%VT"2fdr 
Jt i 

+ K08 I' 62(y)dy + 282E s u p ( X j , ^ ) 2 , 

for some constant K, where we have used the fact that 

EjJ(<t>)2 = Tt'2(3 j'JcJ
2(y)dyg{T(\ - r)) dr, 

with 
g(t) = e-

2o"EZ2 = (m, - I)"1 [m2 - (m2 - m, + l)e~a']. 
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Using Doob's inequality for the martingale (4.14) we find a constant K<j> depending on 
<t>, such that 

0<s<\ z 

Hence the last two terms in (5.3) are well-behaved for condition (5.2). The difficult term 
is 

Rj{<f>) = r-tf/2+itejf"* C |V0(x I - (7 r ) r - 1 / 2 ) |V 2 a ( 7 ' - , i ( n ) ) (^ / 7 " / 2 )2 r f r , 

for which we could not find a suitable estimate. A simple estimate would be 

Rj(<t>)<KT-^2+l)SE sup (7Vj,|V(/>|)2, 
0<s<l 

for some constant K. From the definition of XT and (4.9) we obtain 

E sup (Nj,\V<l>\)2 <2Tt'2E sup(Xj,|V(/>|)2 + 2 sup (E(Nj, \ V<t>\)f 
0<s<\ 0<s<\ 0<s<\ 

<Tdl2Kh^TdK2^. 

Then 
i«? , (0 )<«[ r - 1 ^+r r f / 2 - 1 ^] , 

which does not allow us to conclude that 

lim lim sup Rj((j> ) = 0. 

for d > 2. 
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